TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Polaris Radar: Monitor, Detect, Recover
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INTRODUCTION
Ransomware threats have escalated globally with continued sophistication and will attack a business every
14 seconds by the end of 2019.1 And it will eat at your bottom line. The true cost of ransomware is downtime.
Nearly 75% of companies infected with ransomware suffer two days or more without access to their files while
33% go five days or longer.2 Data analysis enabled through Machine Learning (ML) and rapid threat recovery
provides a way mitigate these challenges.
Polaris Radar is an application that leverages Polaris’ unified metadata collection to accelerate detection and
recovery of ransomware and detection of anomalies in general. Radar is designed to accelerate the ability to
recover faster from ransomware than traditional methods. This SaaS offering empowers enterprises to respond
faster to security attacks with greater visibility by delivering deep intelligence on attacks impacting businesscritical application data. Radar provides customers an additional layer of ransomware detection to further
secure their environment.

HOW RANSOMWARE WORKS
An enterprise is typically infected with ransomware via an endpoint device from a phishing attack. This can
happen when an unaware user downloads ransomware through an email attachment. Once ransomware has
infected the device, it will begin to rapidly encrypt files based on various criteria. Once the targeted data has
been encrypted, the ransomware will direct the user to make payment in order to regain access to their files.
The user can then either pay that fee (unadvised by government and IT security experts) or recover from
backups. When attempting to recover encrypted information, the IT team can take two approaches:
1.

Disinfect the system using Anti-Virus tools (McAfee, Kaspersky, etc) and then restore the encrypted
files from a backup

2.

Identify the most recent clean snapshot if available, restore machine to that point in time and perform
file level restores of any later versions of files that may have existed in post-infection snapshots

Figure 1 - Current State of Ransomware

1

https://cybersecurityventures.com/ransomware-damage-report-2017-part-2/

2

https://blog.barkly.com/ransomware-statistics-2017
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ACCELERATE DETECTION OF RANSOMWARE
As ransomware becomes more sophisticated and intelligent everyday, so should your tools to protect against
it. Security Prevention software is no longer sufficient for preventing ransomware; detection is equally
important. Protection from ransomware that manages to make it through the prevention walls is crucial.

RUBRIK CONTINUES TO GET SMARTER WITH ML
Polaris Radar uses data analysis to diagnose threat impacts quickly by using historical data trends and
filesystem behavioral models to perform anomaly detection. A data lake is used to store the results for further
analytics and analysis by custom trained machine learning models developed uniquely for each customer over
time. By using intelligence to analyze behavioral patterns through machine learning algorithms, Radar is able
to detect ransomware quickly and efficiently using a simplified KNN classifier algorithm for better intelligence
instead of basic stats. This model is used to baseline behavior specifically for each device by looking at patterns
to find behavior that varies significantly from that baseline therefore detecting an anomaly that warrants
further analysis.

INTELLIGENT DETECTION AND EVENT TRACKING
Global event tracking and detection of all VMware hybrid cloud environments makes it easy to combat
ransomware enterprise wide. Detection includes monitoring unexpected changes so that administrators can
rapidly diagnose and recover. Accelerating detection helps to minimize and prevent data loss.
DETECTION

Radar performs analysis on each snapshot indexed inside the Rubrik Polaris platform. The analysis is largely
based off of file system behavior and content analysis. The detection pipeline has two parts:
File System Analysis – Performs behavioral analysis on the file system metadata information looking at items
like # files added, # files deleted, etc. This creates a historical baseline that gets refined over time through
machine learning algorithms. This information is used to detect anomalies in behavior for future scans and
compares for encryption performed by ransomware.
File Content Analysis – Once outlier behavior is detected then further analysis can be performed on that
snapshot. The content analysis will begin to detect ransomware. The method of the analysis is a light weight
process and is designed to efficiently use CPU cycles to lower compute overhead.
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EVENT TRACKING AND ALERTING

Once the detection threshold is met in the file system analysis, a filesystem anomaly alert indicates to the user
that anomalous behavior has been detected. An alert is generated and is followed by a content analysis letting
the user know if there is a high or low number of encryption indicators. This alerting can be configured to send
email notifications along with notifications in the UI.

Figure 2 - Detecting Anomalies

ACCELERATE RECOVERY FROM RANSOMWARE
CURRENT STATE OF RECOVERY
Most backup and recovery vendors advertise some form of ransomware recovery capabilities. The functionality
largely boils down to selecting a snapshot that contains pre-infection content (either an entire snapshot or
single files) and restoring to that point and time. This has been the recommended best way to recover from
ransomware infections.
While this is significantly better than many other approaches, it is still a painful and time consuming process.
The root cause of this is because backup products have very limited visibility into which snapshots were
infected and which files have been compromised. In order to select recovery points, the user manually hunts
through all infected resources and all of their snapshots in order to identify both files and snapshots that can
be utilized for recovery. This is further amplified by the fact that customers want to minimize data loss that
occurs as a part of this recovery process.
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This process is costly and time consuming to IT budgets in both IT Consulting Services and incurred losses due
to system downtime. The impetus for this is that customers are not only looking to recover to a pre-infection
state but also to minimize data loss that occurs as a result of recovery.

RADAR RECOVERY
While Rubrik has helped many customers with ransomware recovery thanks to Immutability, Live Mount, and
more (see this blog post and this paper for further details), Radar extends Rubrik capabilities even further.
Once ransomware has been detected rapid recovery is essential to minimize the time it takes to recover from
the incident. This means reducing the time spent identifying what files were impacted and where the most
recent version exists. The two main areas Radar focuses on to accomplish this goal is to minimize:
•

Downtime and business disruption by leveraging Rubrik’s instant recovery

•

Data loss by reducing the time to find the latest unaffected file or snapshot

SNAPSHOT SELECTION AND FILE BROWSING

We compare a post incident snapshot with the snapshot immediately before it to see what files were impacted.
This is repeated until there is an indication of the snapshot change rate, which includes number of files added,
removed, and modified between the current snapshot and previous snapshots. Once they have selected the
snapshot for analysis, the user then selects files to recover from the previous snapshot.
RECOVERY DESTINATION AND CONFIRM RECOVERY

Once the user has selected which folders/files to recover a destination needs to be specified. The user can
restore files to the most recent state at the original location or can export files onto another machine if the
original location is unusable. The user is provided with a summary of what they are restoring, # of files and the
destination before the recovery job begins. Progress can be tracked through the Polaris UI. In cases where an
entire VM needs to be restored, Rubrik offers Live Mount capabilities to restore entire VMs within minutes.

UI MONITORING AND ACTIONS
The UI allows the user to configure Radar in Polaris for a confidence level (None, High, Medium, Low) and then
train and tune the machine learning model to the user’s particular environment to establish the initial baseline
from the current indexed snapshot history. This model will continuously tune over time. Alerts for detection are
configurable through the native Polaris alert framework.
The behavioral analysis in Polaris is similar to the reporting in the standard Rubrik reporting. This includes
snapshot date, resource name and type, change in size, anomaly status, and # files added, removed or
modified. For Recovery, once a snapshot is selected by an alert the UI offers the ability to:
•

Select which snapshot to analyze

•

Select which files/folders to recover

•

Select where to recover

•

Confirmation and tracking progress of the recovery operation
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Figure 3 -Snapshots

The file browse view shows the folder hierarchy with the following element properties:
1.

Folder Row – for each row representing a folder, it displays an aggregation of the # modified files,
# deleted files and # added.

2.

File Row – for each row representing a file, it indicates whether that file was modified (size change
included), deleted or added.

Figure 4 - Files
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SUMMARY
Polaris organizes all applications and metadata under a global framework. By creating a unified metadata
collection, Polaris augments the security stack to accelerate:
•

Detection which enables IT admins to gain a deep understanding of all their global applications and
metadata, powered by machine learning algorithms that monitor how data behaves and evolves over
time.

•

Recovery by reducing the time spent identifying what files were impacted and where the most recent
version exists

In the future Polaris will use the same open API architecture with Radar as currently offered in Rubrik Cloud
Data Management today to integrate easily into existing monitoring dashboards, incident response workflows,
and prevention products. This increases the value of existing security products deployed.
Gaining visibility and deeper understanding of applications and metadata at a global level by using intelligence
to monitor, report, and recover from ransomware is critical if not essential to data protection.
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